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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What migration features does Alibaba Cloud SMC (Server Migration Center) support? (Number of correct answers: 3)

Options: 
A- Supports incremental data migration

B- Supports batch migration

C- Supports migration from virtual machines to physical machines

D- Supports migration to Container Registry

E- Supports all versions Microsoft Windows

Answer: 
A, B, D

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which of the following are types of backend services that API Gateway supports? (Number of correct answers: 3)

Options: 
A- HTTP(s) service

B- CloudMonitor Service

C- Resources In a VPC

D- Function Compute

E- Log service

Answer: 
A, B, C

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following descriptions describes the (Security Token Service) STS service correctly? (Number of correct answers: 3)



Options: 
A- Through the STS service, RAM users or RAM roles can obtain a temporary token that allows them to call the Alibaba Cloud API or

use the web console

B- A STS request consists of an access address, communication protocol, request method, request parameters and character encoding

C- When calling the STS API, in order to ensure the safe calling of the API, Alibaba Cloud will authenticate each API request through a

signature when each API call is made

D- The STS service supports the use of both HTTP and HTTPS protocols

Answer: 
B, C, D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

When connecting to the Alibaba Cloud RDS database, in order to improve the completeness and integrity of the connection, you can

enable SSL encryption and install an SSL CA certificate for the required application service. Which of the following statements are

correct? (Number of correct answers: 3)



Options: 
A- Due to the way in which SSL encryption is implemented, enabling SSL encryption will significantly increase the CPU usage rate.

Enable SSL encryption when there is an encryption requirement for the external network link. The intranet link is relatively safe, and

generally no link encryption is required.

B- If the RDS instance is a multi-node instance, the system will trigger the active/standby switch after the SSL service is disabled.

C- When using read/write splitting, you can also enable SSL encryption to improve the security of the connection.

D- It is discovered that an Alibaba Cloud RDS SSL certificate is about to expire, and the validity period needs to be updated, requiring

that the certificate be updated, then reinstalled. This will restart the RDS instance.

Answer: 
A, B, C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

By default, Function Compute creates an instance for each request Function compute allows you to create multiple instances

concurrently to reduce costs and improve execution efficiency Which of the following scenarios is NOT suitable for enabling the feature

of handling multiple requests on a single instance? (Number of correct answers: 2)



Options: 
A- The function has a shared state and cannot be accessed concurrently.

B- Requests are waiting for responses from the downstream service for an extended period of time.

C- A request consumes a large amount of CPU and memory resources.

D- Functions processes independent data objects.

Answer: 
A, B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of these are suitable use cases for Alibaba Cloud's MongoDB service? (Number of correct answers: 3)

Options: 
A- Applications requiring high OPS, such as logging apps



B- Scenarios where complex transaction support is required

C- Applications where JSON is a good choice of storage format

D- Applications requiring geo-location queries, such as logistics or order status apps

Answer: 
A, B, D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following descriptions of Alibaba Cloud ECS storage are correct? (Number of correct answers: 3)

Options: 
A- Alibaba Cloud provides a wealth of block storage products for ECS, including Cloud Disks (virtualized storage) and Local Disks

(physically attached to the server(s) that host your ECS Instances).

B- Both Local Disks and Cloud Disks use a multi-copy distributed storage mechanism, which has low latency, high performance,

durability, and high reliability, and supports creation, expansion and release at any time.

C- Cloud Disks come In several different varieties: ESSD (Enhanced Solid State) Cloud Disks. SSD (Solid State ) Cloud Disks, and high-



efficiency Cloud Disks.

D- Two types of Cloud Disks can be attached to an ECS: System Disks and Data Disks. System Disks host the ECS instances operating

system.

Answer: 
A, B, C
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